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Village cop alleges bias
Plans suit, says
promotion denied
because he’s black
BY VERA CHINESE

vera.chinese@newsday.com

A veteran Southampton Village police officer plans to take
legal action against the village
and its police department, saying he was denied a promotion
and discriminated against because he is black.
Kareem Proctor, who has
been on the force since September 2008, filed a notice of claim
with the village on June 20 seeking unspecified damages, an investigation into the actions of
department officials and a formal apology for constitutional
violations and discriminatory
treatment.

“For the past two years I
have
been
discriminated
against based on my race and
color,” Proctor, who is being
represented by Hempstead attorney Julissa Proano, wrote in
the five-page notice.
Proctor, 40, of Flanders, said
he joined the Suffolk County District Attorney’s Office East End
Drug Task Force on Sept. 9, 2015,
and was promised by Southampton Village Police Chief Thomas
Cummings that he would be promoted to detective after 18
months on that assignment.
Under New York State Civil
Service Law, anyone serving in
a detective or investigator position for at least 18 months
“shall receive a permanent appointment to a detective or investigator position.”
The East End Drug Task
Force is made up of representatives from various East End law
enforcement agencies.

On March 9, 2017, the
18-month anniversary of Proctor’s start on the task force, he
said he was removed from the
task force, one day before the
automatic promotion would
have been guaranteed.
“Of all seven police officers
that were on the task force
since I have been employed . . .
I was the only officer that was
not promoted to a higher rank,”
he stated in the notice of claim.
“The other officers were all
Caucasian.”
Southampton Village Administrator Russell Kratoville said
the village does not comment
on pending legal matters. Det.
Sgt. Herman Lamison, the department’s spokesman, also declined to comment.
Proctor, who Kratoville said
was paid $153,050 in 2018, including overtime, said he is one
of three African American employees in a department of

more than 30 people.
Proctor said in the notice
that he believed he would receive the promotion and was
congratulated by Lamison days
before he was removed from
the task force. In his claim,
Proctor notes that two other
white officers, a man and a
woman, were promoted to detective in the past two years despite job performance issues.
Lamison declined to comment
on the accusations.
Proctor stated that he has
continued to act professionally
and perform his job with “due
diligence and dedication.”
Neither Proctor nor Proano
returned calls seeking comment.
Discrimination lawsuits have
been filed against the village police department in the past.
Lamison, who is black, settled a federal discrimination
lawsuit against the village in

2007 after alleging in 2005 that
he had been passed over for a
promotion in part because a village
trustee
erroneously
thought he sold drugs. Lamison
was not promoted to detective
sergeant until after he filed a
complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in 2005 and held a news
conference with the support of
the NAACP, according to the
suit, which was settled for
$25,000.
Former Sgt. Christopher
Broich, who is white and was
fired in 2007 for misconduct, alleged in a 2008 federal reverse
discrimination lawsuit that the
village at the time rarely promoted anyone who was not of
Polish descent and that officials
conspired to promote Lamison
to secure votes from African
Americans in the community.
The case was dismissed and
Broich lost on appeal.
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MOSCOW — The Russian
military on Tuesday told residents of a village near a navy
testing range to evacuate, but
canceled the order hours later,
adding to the uncertainty and
confusion fueled by a missile
explosion last week that led to
a brief spike in radiation that
frightened residents and raised
new questions about the military’s weapons program.
Initially the military told residents of Nyonoksa, a village of
about 500, to move out temporarily, citing unspecified activities at the range. But a few
hours later, it said the planned
activities were canceled and rescinded the request to leave,
said Ksenia Yudina, a spokeswoman for the Severodvinsk regional administration.
Local media in Severodvinsk
said Nyonoksa residents regularly receive similar temporary
evacuation orders usually

timed to tests at the range.
The Defense Ministry initially said Thursday’s explosion
of a rocket engine at the navy
range killed two people and injured six others, but the statecontrolled Rosatom nuclear corporation said two days later
that the blast also killed five of
its nuclear engineers and injured three others. It’s still not
clear what the final toll is.
And just as the Severodvinsk
administration reported a brief
spike in radiation levels, the Defense Ministry insisted that no
radiation had been released —
a blunt denial reminiscent of Soviet-era attempts to cover up
disasters that added to public
nervousness.
“It’s shocking when people
who live there, let alone us, have
no idea what really happened,”
Svetlana Alexievich, a Nobel
Prize-winning author who wrote
a book containing firsthand accounts of the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster, said on Ekho
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Confusion as
Russia cancels
order to leave

People gather Monday for the funerals of five Russian nuclear engineers killed by a rocket explosion.
Moskvy radio. “It looks like we
haven’t learned the lessons of
Chernobyl and Fukushima.”
When reactor No. 4 at the
Chernobyl nuclear power plant
in Soviet Ukraine exploded and
burned on April 26, 1986, Soviet
leaders initially tried to hide
the disaster from the public
and it took them days to acknowledge the full scale of the
world’s worst nuclear accident.
After Thursday’s missile explosion, the Severodvinsk city
administration said the radia-

tion level rose to 2 microsieverts per hour for about 30 minutes before returning to the
area’s natural level of 0.1 microsieverts per hour. Emergency officials issued a warning to all workers to stay indoors and close the windows.
Spooked residents rushed to
buy iodide, which can help
limit the damage from exposure to radiation.
Yudina said that radiation levels in Severodvinsk, a city of
183,000 about 20 miles east of

Nyonoksa, have been normal
since Thursday.
Local emergency officials also
announced after taking ground
samples from around the area
that they have found no trace of
radioactive contamination.
After Thursday’s explosion,
Russian authorities also closed
part of Dvina Bay on the White
Sea to shipping for a month, in
what could be an attempt to prevent outsiders from witnessing
an operation to recover the missile debris.

